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Reporter

A NYU study shows
comedian Tina Fey no!
only looks like Sarah
Palin but moves like
her. too | Page 3

Anti-abortion
sticker causes
fiery reaction
Lori Weber says
displaying pictures of
aborted fetuses on
cars isn't right because
of a woman's right to

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Students' silence speaks volumes on campus
By Becky T«nar

Comedian or
politician?

ESTABLISHED 1920

Tomorrow, University students
will be silent, but their cause will
scream for awareness.
Through the Silent Solidarity
program, participants will take
a daylong vow of silence to represent an invisible or forgotten
group in society.
Silent Solidarity Chair Whitney
Jackson said the program is meant
to make both participants and
students aware of the struggles
people can go through when discriminated against or ignored.
"Certain groups aren't visible
and we make people aware that
those groups are there," she said.
lackson said Silent Solidarity
participants will not be able to
communicate verbally, use text
messaging, or any other form of

"Certain groups
aren't visible and we
make people aware...
groups are there."
Whitney Jackson | Silent Solidarity Chair

electronic communication from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"The point is for students to be
silent for their cause and understand what it's like to not have a
voice or not be represented," she
said.
Participants will wear green Tshirts and carry a card explaining
what Silent Solidarity is and what
group they are representing, she
said.
Students will lie representing
different groups of people who

have been silent because of race,
origin, religion, gender, age, disability, veteran status, sexual orientation and more, lackson said
there will be randomly selective
representatives for over 90 different groups.
"Some people will say, I don't
feel I should be representing this,'
but that just makes them more
aware of challenges of that group
and how invisible they are," she
said.
Sponsored by Resident Advisor
committees, the Social lustice
Task Force and the SMART
program, a majority of Silent
Solidarity's 500 participants are
students living in residence halls.
luniin F.mily Garr an RA in
Harshman-Dunbar, and has participated in Silent Solidarity for
three years. She urged her residents to sign-up and get involved

with the program because she
has learned so much from il.
"I do it to support my fellow
staff |RAs|," she said, "but also
because students don't know
what a lot of people are going
through."
Two years ago, junior Dean
Bryson represented Muslims,
and this year he has be
assigned atheists. F.ven
though he said he does
not share atheist beliefs,
the experience will give
him some perspective.
Bryson also said Silent
Solidarity can be a learning experience for nonparticipants.
"They |students| will
recognize people and
See SILENT
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Mobile home
park destroyed
by wildfires
The aftermath of ■
California's rampant
wildfires continue to
affect residents as
many sift through what
is left of their homes

lake a
difference,
get involved

Orange bikes on campus for a green cause
By Hannah Sparling

Reporter
Students who do not personally
own a bicycle may soon have the
option of walking up to bike racks
and taking one anyway.
Through the University's new bike
share program, bikes will be placed
at various locations around campus free of charge. Those who need
them will ride them wherever they
need to go, then leave them there
for someone else.
"The whole purpose of it is ti
make bikes available to students
and staff," said Nicholas I lenni'ssy.
sustainability coordinator at the
University and one of the main
leaders of the program.
The program is not set to go into
action until sometime during the
spring semester, but work on the
project has already begun.
Currently there are about 30
bikes sitting in a storage room in
the College Park building at the
University. They are just waiting to
be fixed up, painted bright orange

By Jason Henry
Reporter

| Page 10
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Take me back
to jail, please
A Kentucky convict
who escaped from jail
returned and asked to

i

be put back in his cell
the day he escaped
| Page 12

Beating the
Bulls
Falcon volleyball will
now advance to the
second round of the
MAC tournament after
defeating the Buffalo

lls | Page 7

'Livin' on a
prayer'
Similarly to the Bon
Jovi song. Falcon
football is halfway to
where they want to
be: the MAC
East title
| Page 7

Would you use free
bikes on campus if they
were provided for you?

University students learned how to
get involved with the city government last night with the help of the
First Year Success Series.
The presentation, entitled "You
Can Fight City Hall," was designed
to help students become more
active in the city government.
Gordon Heminger, a University
employee and City Council member, was asked by the dean of
student's office to present the
event. Heminger, a member of
the council since 2005, represents
most of the students on campus
and some of those in apartments
near campus.
"I'm happy to help out, to facilitate a discussion over issues that
are relevant to students," I lerpinger
said.
He mentioned two pertinent
issues that will affect students this
year.
One is the upcoming possible
cell phone ban for drivers, which
will be on the May ballot. The other
is the occupancy ordinance that
does not allow more than three
unrelated students to live in a
house together.
"The problem is that for many
years, students (weren't] involved
in the issues," Heminger said.
He, said students are often not
acknowledged when decisions are
made because students are not
involved enough. Instead, City
Council members make decisions
based on the opinions of permanent residents who they hear from.
"The student perspective isn't
heard," Heminger said
However, by attending City
Council meetings or connecting with student government
— such as Undergraduate Student
Government or Graduate Student
Senate — students can impact city
government. These organizations
act as a liaison between the students and the City Council.
Heminger suggested students
who are passionate about local
issues should write letters to newspapers or contact city officials.

See BIKES | Page 2

Witness speaks
regarding teens
disappearance
ByMikeMelia
The Associated Press

ALAINABUZAS i THE BG NEWS
CITY PRIDE: As pan ol the First Year Success Series, students were encouraged to take an active role in the Bowling Green community
by attending City Council meetings and voting on city issues. Gordon Heminger. council member, spoke at last nights presentation

He also encouraged students
to register to vote, and then
actually vote.
"If every student on campus
registered to vote, and every
student off campus registered
to vote, they could determine

every position," I leminger said.
He said it only takes about a
minute to register to vote.
"There's such a large amount
of students, that if all of us got
involved, it'd make a big difference," freshman Brittany

Wakefield said.
Heminger said he hoped
everyone who voted for the
presidential election would
See INVOLVE | Page 2

Rollover popular with students, not administration
CINDY POEPPELMAN
Sophomore. Dietetics
n

i

"I might during the fall
or spring."

| Pag*4
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TODAY
-Cloudy/Wind
High: 38. Low: 30
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TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 39. Low: 23

k

By Saan Shapiro
Reporter

Although enrollment numbers
at the University have decreased
this year, spending by students
has noticeably increased this
semester.
According to Daria BlachowskjDreyer, associate director of nutrition and menu management, the
change in student spending has a
lot to do with the new meal plan
system in place, which will remove
rollover at the end of the Spring
2009 semester.
Blachowski-Dreyer said rollover
dates back to when the Union was
demolished and rebuilt from 1999
10 2002.
When the Union reopened,
meal plans were accepted for
all purchases, which created a

sits out there," Blachowski-Dreyer
said. "The students don't get to
responsible to just leave touch it; we don't get to use it
It's not fiscally responsible to just
leave money hanging out there for
money hanging out
no reason."
And though many students are
there for no reason."
upset by the pending loss of rollDana Blachowski-Dryer | Asset Director over, the change will not drastically
affect students, Blachowski-Dreyer
problem since the Union food said.
In a report run at the beginning
court was not designed to be
of the school year, results showed
another residential dining area.
Rollover was added as a benefit 75 percent of students that have
for students only being allowed meal plan have less than SI00 in
to use ftexfunds in the Union food rollover.
However, University Dining
court.
Since 2002, University dining Services is worried about the large
services has found rollover to be number of students who may wait
till the last day of school in order to
an unprofitable plan.
"It's not a financially feasible
See ROLLOVER | Page 2
plan for the department or the
University, because the money just

"It's not fiscally

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
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MONEY IN USE: Natalie Hanson Dies

SAN IUAN, Puerto Rico — A
new witness has come forward
in the 2005 disappearance of
American teenager Natalee
llolloway in Aruba, and prosecutors said yesterday they are
seeking more evidence against
the only remaining suspect.
A woman told Dutch police
this month that loran van der
Sloot confessed to her years
ago that he was involved in
llolloway's
disappearance,
according to Ann Angela, a
spokeswoman for the Aruba
Prosecutors' Office.
But the Dutch Caribbean
island's chief •prosecutor said
authorities still lack proof they
need to convict Van der Sloot,
who has been arrested twice and
released for lack of evidence.
"After three years of investigating, ii is very, very difficult to
find that evidence," prosecutor
Hans Mos told The Associated
Press. "We have to be realistic."
llolloway, an 18-year-old from
Mountain Brook, Ala., was last
seen in May 2005 leaving a bar in
the Aruban capital Oranjestad
with Van der Sloot on the final
night of a high school graduation trip to the island, Intensive
searches have found no trace
of her.
Investigators reopened the
case earlier this year based
on hidden-camera recordings
made by a Dutch TV crime
show. On the video, Van der
Sloot says Holloway collapsed
on the beach after they left the
bar and he called a friend to
dump her body at sea.
The new witness, once a

to get some schoolwork done while catching a quick meal with Jace Crossland and
Mark Gardner in Founders yesterday.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See MISSING | Page 2
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BLOTTER

BIKES

MONDAY NOV. 17
9:52 P.M.
Complainant reported his unlocked
apartment on Napoleon Road was
broken into by two unknown juveniles.

TUESDAY, NOV. 18
5:07 A.M.
Complainant reported a vehicle
stopped at a stop-light through several light changes. It was discovered
the driver had fallen asleep at the
wheel.

i*

ONLINE: Go lobgnews.comfor the
complete blotter list.

SILENT
From Page 1
wonder why Ihey won't talk to
them and that can open discussion," he said.
Silent Solidarity will conclude tomorrow evening at 7
p.m. in 111 Olscamp. A discussion time will he held for participants to share their experiences and talk about what they
have learned.
lackson said many participants end the day with a new
outlook.
"It gives individuals experience with what certain groups
have to go through," she said.
"And personal experience is the
first step to actually relating."

INVOLVE
From Page 1

vote for city council.
"If you voted here for the election, you are registered here
in Bowling Green," he said.
However, he noted there is typically a drop in votes.
"In 2004, 2.000 students voted
on campus," Heminger said.
"Then in 2006, it was like 10."
Freshman Sara Charles thinks
students are just too lazy to vote.
"There's no reason not to vote,"
Charles said. "It's in the union."
Both VVakefield and Charles
plan to vote on May 5, and to
be more involved following the
session.
"It's really to everyone's benefit to get involved and make a
difference," Heminger said.

MISSING
From Page 1

friend of Van der Sloot, confirmed that he gave her roughly
the same account shortly after
Holloway's disappearance. But
Mos said her statement does not
bring authorities any closer to
resolving the case.
Healso said the witness would
lack credibility in court unless
she explains why she waited so
long to come forward.
Attorneys for Van der Sloot
did not immediately respond
to messages seeking comment
and there was no answer at his
parents' home in Aruba.
Van der Sloot was last known
to be living in Thailand but
his current whereabouts are a
"mystery," Angela said.
Angela said Aruban authorities hope to decide by the end of
this year whether to prosecute
Van der Sloot or close the case
for good.
Natalee Holloway's mother,
Beth llolloway, did not immediately return a telephone call
yesterday seeking comment.

From Page 1

and placed around campus,
Hennessy said.
The bikes for the program are
not new, nor were they bought.
"So far everything has been
donated," Hennessy said. "All
the bikes have been donated
and the student work has been
donated."
Because the bikes are not
new, many are in need of
repair.
"Some are in better shape
than others," Hennessy said.
"But now that we've got a
decent number of bikes we're
ready to jump into the process
of repairing them and making
them ride-able."
Sophomore Theodore Brown,
who is one of the students
working on maintenance and
repair for the project, said the
bikes do need some work, but
are in good enough shape to
be fixed.
"Strikingly, a lot of them
are in pretty good condition,"
Brown said. "If the bikes are

ROLLOVER
From Page 1
buy in bulk.
Senior Stephanie Sinko agrees
and thinks the new system will
hurt students, especially during
the last week of school.
"At the end of the semester,
all my friends go to Kravings
and Chily's and they'll just buy a
ton of food," Sinko said, it hurts
everyone else because there is
nothing left."
To combat the problem,
University Dining Services have
begun pushing marketing information urging students to think

"If it goes well
we'll think about
going into
the next phase."
Nicholas Hennessy | SustandMity Coordinator

in good enough condition that
they are not annoying to ride I
think students will use them."
The University's bike sharing
program is not a new idea. The
model is based off of similar
programs, often called yellow
bike programs, that have been
implemented at other colleges
and universities around the
country.
"Why reinvent the wheel?"
Hennessy asked. "If there's a
school that's been really successful with it, we want to look
at them.''
luniorTennie Graf said she is
skeptical about the program.
"It's an interesting concept,"
Graf said, "but I'm not sure it
would work in reality."
Graf said the walkways at the
University are already crowded,

"At the end of the
semester, all my
friends go... and they'll
just buy a ton of food."
Stephanie Sinko | Sophomore

ahead and use their meal plan
points throughout the semester
and not just during the last week
of school.
"I've been spending more
money lately, because I figure
it's going to go the University
anyway, sophomore Stephanie
Bolen said.

and adding 30 bikes to the mix
will only make it worse.
"I think people would be better off if they just brought their
own bike here or considered
walking," Graf said.
Graf also said the bikes would
be convenient and helpful for
those trying to get somewhere
in a hurry.
Convenience and quick travels are not the only benefits the
bike program will bring to the
University, Hennessy said. The
program will bring health and
economic benefits as well.
"The more you ride a bike the
less you drive a car," he added.
The program also has
the potential to boost the
University's image, Hennessy
said.
"It's a highly visible program
that would help demonstrate
the University's commitment
to green projects," he said.
As with all benefits however,
there is a cost. Fortunately for
students, this one will not be
theirs.
"I hadn't anticipated there
being any cost to the students,"
Hennessy said. "The whole
Blachowski-Dreyer hopes students like Bolen will think about
buying in bulk throughout the
semester, including break times
and taking food home with
them.
University Dining Services has
also been looking for other alternatives in order to prevent a large
influx of bulk purchasing during
the last week of the semester.
"We are seriously considering putting on cut-off dates for
when people can make bulk
purchases," Blachowski-Dreyer
said. "So the students who
have large rollover balances are
not cleaning the convenience
stores out."

Windpipe transplant successful
with help from patients stem cells
By Maria Cheng
The Associated Press

LONDON — Doctors have
given a woman a new windpipe with tissue grown from
her own stem cells, eliminating the need for anti-rejection
drugs.
"This technique has great
promise," said Dr. Eric Genden.
who did a similar transplant in
2005 at Mount Sinai Hospital
in New York. That operation
used both donor and recipient
tissue. Only a handful of windpipe, or trachea, transplants
have ever been done.
If successful, the procedure
could become a new standard
of treatment, said Genden,
who was not involved in the
research.
The results were published
online today in the medical
journal, The Lancet.
The transplant was given to
Claudia Castillo, a 30-year-old
Colombian mother of two living in Barcelona, who suffered
from tuberculosis for years.
After a severe collapse of her left
lung in March, Castillo needed
regular hospital visits to clear
her airways and was unable to
take care of her children.
Doctors initially thought the
on ly solul ion was to remove the
entire left lung. But Dr. Paolo
Macchiaririi. head of thoracic
surgery at Barcelona's Hospital
Clinic, proposed a windpipe
transplant instead.

AP PHOTO
SPAIN WINDPIPE TRANSPLANT: Claudia Castillo. 50. the recipient of a windpipe
transplant which used tissue grown from her own stem cells poses for a photograph in
Barcelona. Spain. European doctors have performed a windpipe transplant with tissue
grown from the patient's own Stem cells, eliminating the need for anti-rejection drugs.

Once doctors had a donor
windpipe, scientists at Italy's
University of Padua stripped
off all its cells, leaving only a
tube of connective tissue.
Meanwhile, doctors at the
University of Bristol took a
sample of Castillo's bone marrow from her hip. They used
the bone marrow's stem cells
to create millions of cartilage
and tissue cells to cover and
line the windpipe.
Experts at the University of
Milan then used a device to put
the new cartilage and tissue
onto the windpipe. The new
windpipe was transplanted
into Castillo in lune.
"They have created a functional, biological structure

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

that can't be rejected." said
Dr. Allan Kirk of the American
Society of Transplantation.
"It's an important advance, but
constructing an entire organ is
still a long way off."
So far, Castillo has shown
no signs of rejection and is not
taking any immune-suppressing drugs, which can cause side
effects like high blood pressure,
kidney failure and cancer.
"I was scared at the beginning," Castillo said in a press
statement. "1 am now enjoying
life and am very happy that my
illness has been cured."
Her doctors say she is now
able to take care of her children, and can walk reasonable
distances without becoming
out of breath. Castillo even
reported dancing all night at a
club in Barcelona recently.

purpose of it would be availability."
How the program will be
funded is not yet worked out,
Hennessy added. But for now
the program is running on
donations and a very low budget.
Funding is not the only issue
still up in the air. Security of the
bikes is also undecided.
Sophomore Travon Herriotte
said he thought the program
was a good idea and would
help a lot of people, but students would probably abuse
the program by wrecking and
stealing the bikes.
"When it comes to rushing
that would help out a lot, |but|
they're not going to treat them
right," Herriotte said. "They're
going to beat up the bikes."
Hennessy said the University
has not decided how to keep the
bikes secure and safe. The plan
right now is to put a master lock
on each of the bikes and give all
students and faculty who sign
up for the program a key.
"In the truest form of the
bike share program, there is no
lock on them at all, but larg-

er schools have reported the
need for some sort of security,"
Hennessy said. "If we're going to
put a lot of time and effort into
the program I want to make
sure we keep the flight intact."
While the program would be
free to join, some restrictions
will be put in place, Hennessy
said.
First of all, the bikes will be
limited to campus use only.
"I do know that we want
the program to be completely
located on campus," Hennessy
said. "It's easier to keep control of the bikes and there's less
chance of people getting hurt."
Students also might have to
wear helmets while riding the
bikes or take other similar safety precautions, Hennessy said.
However, these restrictions
are not set in stone. Once the
program has been running for
a while and can be evaluated,
it will probably change and
adapt, Hennessy added.
"This will just be kind of
a pilot spring semester,"
Hennessy said. "If it goes well
we'll think about going into the
next phase."

Clintons under scrutiny;
Hillary considered for position
in Obama administration
By Bath Fouhy
The Associated Press

CHICAGO
— Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton has engaged
three prominent lawyers to help
President-elect Barack Obama
vet her candidacy for secretary
of state even as some insiders
criticized the pick and advisers
to the former first lady said she
was weighing whether to take
the job if Obama offered it.
Attorneys Cheryl Mills, David
Kendall and Robert Barnett are
working with the Obama transition team to review information
about the Clintons' background
and finances, including Bill
Clinton's post-presidential business deals and relationships
with foreign governments. All
three represented the Clintons
on legal matters in the White
House, including President
Clinton's dalliance with intern
Monica Lewinsky that led to his
impeachment in 1998.
Officials
knowledgeable
about the vetting said it has
gone smoothly and that both
Clintons were cooperating fully.
Bill Clinton already has
appeared to take an important step toward smoothing his
wife's path to the job.
Democrats familiar with the
negotiations said the former
president has suggested he
would step away from day-today responsibility for his charitable foundation while his wife
served and would alert the State
Department to his speaking
schedule and any new sources
of income.
A top aide involved in the vetting said there was nothingobvious in the former president's
dealings that would torpedo
his wife's prospects for the job.
The aide was not authorized to
discuss the matter, and would
speak only on background.
The aide pointed out that
former President George H.W.
Bush has given paid speeches
and participated in international business ventures since
his son, George W. Bush, has
been president without stirring
public complaints about a conflict of interest.
But another Democrat who
advised Hillary Clinton's presi-

TIMROSKE | AP PHOTO
OBAMA CLINTON: Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton. D-N Y, speaks at a New York Public
Transit Association conference in Albany
Friday. Clinton said she would not comment
on speculation that she may be selected to
become President-elect Barack Obama's
secretary of stale.

dential campaign warned that
Bill Clinton's business arrangements were more complicated
than many people realized.
During the campaign, few of
her senior strategists knew
anything about the former
president's business deals and
whether they would hold up
under scrutiny if she won the
nomination, this person said.
The adviser spoke on background, not authorized to speak
publicly for Hillary Clinton's
political operation.
It was unclear whether Bill
Clinton has agreed to submit
financial information to the
transition team that has not
been made public through
Hillary Clinton's Senate disclosure requirements or during
her campaign, when the couple
released several years of joint
tax returns.
For example, still unknown
are the names of donors to
Bill Clinton's foundation and
presidential library or what he
earns as a partner with Yucaipa
Global Opportunities Fund,
a private investment venture
run by billionaire Ron Burkle, a
close friend.

NOW LEASING FOR 2009
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

COLUMBIA
COURTS
903 -935 Thurstln

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
• Starting at -^~ $76o'
+ utilities T^T""*
• On-site laundry^
• Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
• Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
■ Free Wireless Internet

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE &
HEINZ APTS
> 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
' Starting at -£"' S900"
+ utilities -^""""'h
1
On-site laundry
■ Air Conditioning
1
Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking
■ Free Internet Access

MERCER MANOR
323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.

• 3 bedroom/2fullbaths
• Starting at .^JTessT,
+ Utilities

<£* month £

• On-site laundryVv-T^
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
■ Plenty of parking
■Free Wireless Internet

www.g reenbriarrentals.com
Hours
Monday - Friday. 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 1pm

445 I V.i
•■
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419-352-0717
www.qreonbnarrenldls com

CAMPUS
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GET YOUR GAME ON

TEDS WARREN
RESEMBLANCE: Sdtah Palm. Alaskan Governor, is portrayed by Satruday Night Live comedian Tina Fey in many comedk skits

Fey resembles Palin in more ways than one
By Kelly Roberts
U Wire

When Tina Fey appeared
Oil Saturday Night Live in a
red power suit, winking and
mavericking. viewers immediately knew: There's Sarah
Palin. And according to NYU
researchers, the resemblance
has more to it than glasses
and an updo.
NYU's Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences found
that Fey not only looks and
sounds like I'alin, she moves
likelier, too.
An analysis of Fey's performance was studied by the
Green Dot Project, which examines human motion. Scientists
hope to eventually use this
biometric technology to tell
not only who someone is, but
also their emotional state and
cultural background.
The video studied was from

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken trcm emitsbqsuedu

8 a m. - 9 p.m
Exhibit #5: Sculpture Club

the SNI. episode two weeks
ago that featured appearances
from both Fey and Palin. The
study measured the "Palinness" of facial and body movement by recognizing patterns
of unique motion in a given
scene. In the corner of the
screen, a pink bar measured
how similar Fey's motions
were to Palin's.
When Palin came on-screen
later in the video, viewers could
see the level of the pink bar
stayed relatively even. At some
points, Fey was more Palinesque than the former vicepresidential candidate herself.
Research also tried to compare the motions of Barack
Obama and lohn McCain to
other foreign leaders. The dots
showed that Obama is surprisingly similar to French
President Nicolas Sarkozy.
"He has a totally different
body language than German

Sex offender may have been
residing in university library
By Nicola Crean
U Wire

130 and 1S1 Union

Silent Solidarity
208 Union

10a.m. - 7p.m.
Grad Fair
Multi-Pur pose Room Union

11 am - ?pm.
Arts & Sciences Career
Extravaganza
Ballroom Union

5:30 p.m.-6:30
Coming Out Support Group
107 Hanna Hall

6 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.
Transgender the Day of
Remembrance "Trained in
the Ways of Men"
Theater Union

University of Illinois police are
still unsure if the sex offender
arrested at the Undergraduate
Library, 1402 W. Gregory Dr.,
had been living there for a couple days prior to his arrest.
Eric Kaminski, 21, was arrested early Thursday morning
after security guards notified
University police of his suspicious behavior. Lisa Ilinchliffe,
head of the Undergraduate
Library, said Kaminski had
not been living In the library.
I nstead he violated library rules,
which prompted the security
guards to take further action.
"Having a blanket in the
library is against policy," she
said. "He was not living there. It
is just not possible for someone
to do that."
She added that it was misinterpreted that Kaminski was
living in the library simply
because he had a blanket.
"The library's security
guards had seen Kaminski in

7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Greek Life: What's the Real
Deal with Fraternities and
Sororities?
316 Union

9 p.m.- '1 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Pub:
Last Comic Standing Finals
Union Pub

Angela Merkel, but similar
to Nikolai," head researcher
Chris Bregler said. "We're
not trying to interpret those
results; that's normally done
by psychologists. We're just
reporting back. We leave it
to others to read that maybe
Obama and Sarkozy are
similar in character."
Surprisingly,
however,
researchers also found that
Obama is more similar to
George W. Bush than McCain.
"McCain has much more
bound motion.'' Bregler said.
"Bush in that video bas more
free flow, which is why he's
closer to Obama, who's much
looser than McCain. We also
thought that since [[Hilary|
Clinton and Obama were lighting each other so much during
the primaries, they must be
totally different, but in the big
scale of international politics,
they're not."

the library the last couple days
and had noticed some blankets
in the corner of the library by
some moveable shelves," said
Sgt. Tom Geis of the University
Police Department. He added
that, at this point, there is no
way to tell if Kaminski was
actually living there.
After his arrest, Kaminski
was issued a trespassing
notice that banned him from
all University property in the
future, said Gets.
"We do take the security of
the students very seriously,"
said Geis. "We issue trespassing
notices if people are not related
to the University in any way in
an effort to further the safety of
students and faculty."
Library staff and security guards walk the building
multiple times a day making it impossible for someone
attempting to live there to go
unnoticed, Hinchliffe said.
"To me. this is actually a
sign of how much attention
the library puts on safety and
security," she said.
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11 Great Reasons
for Checking Us Out!
PET FRIENDLY COMMUNITY

915 p.m.-1' pm
BG Reel Productions
203 West Hall

MINUTES FROM BGSU
AIR CONDITIONING
HEAT/GAS INCLUDED
(HOT WATER, ft COOKING)

WATER/TRASH INCLUDED
UPDATED KITCHEN WITH OAK CABINETS
DISHWASHERS & DISPOSALS

HOUSES!

LAUNDRY FACILITIES IN ALL BUILDINGS

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

AMPLE PARKING/CARPORTS

'09 -'10 May/ Aug.
Leases Now Available

24 HOUR MAINTENANCE

Call 419-806-4429
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

REASONABLY PRICEDI

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS
' WR M.unilU- W l«i

UPDATED BATHROOMS

(419) 352-6335
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GAMING: Freshman Jay Schulze plays Soul Calibur 2 in the BTSU Game Room last night wtiile his friends and fellow Bowling Green
natives James Johnson. John Rasp and Tyler Worthington look on. All four agree Rasp is best out of the group at this particular game

Online gossip crude and offensive
By Mimi Yang
U-Wire

Gone are the days of reading anonymous
rumors
scribbled on bathroom stalls.
luicyCampus.com, an online
forum where college students
can discuss any topic anonymously, takes gossip online.
But it has already rubbed
several University of Chicago
students the wrong way.
While Juicy Campus isn't
inherently offensive—some of
it is benign topics include "ban
mart" and "NEW dorm"—
many students have been
taken aback by vulgar posts
on the site that name specific
individuals.
Fourth-year Michelle Chun
said several ofher friends found
themselves discussed on the
website in crude language.
"We're in college. Do we
really need another opportunity to be cruel to each
other? "she said." |This| is too
juvenile for college students
to participate in."
Launched last year by Duke

"We are in college.
Do we really need
another opportunity
to be cruel...?"
Annoymous Student
alumnus Matt Ivester. Juicy
Campus "believes very strongly in free and anonymous
speech online,'" according
to its FAQ. "We comply with
lawful subpoenas because we
have to, but if some university
president called us asking for a
favor, we'd tell him to go screw
himself."
It also explains the site's
policy on offensive language.
"I'm offended!" reads
one entry of the FAQ. 1'he
response: "Sorry. Also, that's
not a question...."
In response to the wave of
interest from University of
Chicago students, College
Council (CO proposed actions
against Juicy Campus during a
meeting last week.

larrod Wolf, a third-year C(.
representative, said that he
had been approached by many
students and felt compelled to
speak out against the site.
"Nothing positive comes
from it and considering tinUniversity's recent bouts with
suicide, I feel that a website
like this has the potential to
do extreme amounts of harm,"
he said in an e-mail interview. "University of Chicago
students already have high
amounts of stress."
Wolf discussed the site at
the most recent CC meeting, citing what he called its
"deplorable" and "despicable" nature. He then asked

members to take action.
"Do we, as heads of our student body, want to sit byassome
of our fellow students breed a
culture of hate and negativity,
or do we want to stand up and'
condemn the actions of those
who post on this website?" he
wrote in an e-mail.
Ultimately. CC declined to
recommend any specific action
against the website.

HOUSING

' Zve neVet had to f>ay
So /yiQ/*/ oi//S at one ti/tef
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20
1030 a.m.-2:3o p.m.
.
Bowen-1 hompson
Student Union
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
A chance to win FREE RENT for a year
Win one of two FREE
parking packages for the BTSU
Great Cive-A-Ways to the
first 250 in attendance
and other door prizes
TALK TO
Rental Mgmt. Companies
Office of the Dean of Students
Office, of Residence life
Student Legal Services
Student Money Management
BG City Departments
University Dining Services
Wood County Health Department
Fair Housing Center
SPONSORED BY
Off-Campus Student Services
Wood County Apartment Association
University Bookstore
Office of Residence life
CONTACT INFO
419-372-284} I offcampus9bgsu.edu
www bgsu edu /officesirsa /offcampus

2>o/7 t /yfiSS the chande to
ta/t? to Student Money
Manaqe/*ietit Services
at the -tt/ousina fair!
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"There's such a large amount of students, that if all of us got involved it'd
make a big difference."
- Brittany Wakefield, freshman, on getting involved in city government [see story, pg. 1].
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THE jTREfcT Would you use free bikes on campus if they were provided for you?
"No I was a bike girt

"I would and I think

bicycles, I need to get

my freshman year

fewer bikes would

off my [butt]."

and wouldn't go

get stolen."

"Yes"

"I would be all
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Freshman.
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because its her body, not yours
have a deep, significant meaning attached to them; the latter
more so.
I respect a woman's choice,
even with the knowledge that my
birth mother who gave me up
for adoption., could have chose
that severe alternate path. Why?
Things rarely upset me. I get It's because not even' pregnancy
annoyed, frustrated and even can be condensed down into one
exasperated. Sometimes I single category of motherly bliss.
can laugh off 'whatever is There are extenuating circumtroubling me.
stances that I feel would require
Hut. this is not a laughing medical intervention.
A woman should not be forced
matter.
Iwasdrivingin Toledo and came to cany a child to term if she was
raped.
The
to the intersecllie,llal saas of
tion of Sylvania
'[The
sticker]
was
a
thai incident
Avenue and
[abnadgeRoad picture of an aborted w°uld •*-' h°rr
rifle
enough,
nough
While waiting
for the light to fetus, with the words but to actually feel and
turn gteen, an
see the result of
old, white, 80s'This is what
violence grow
style car pulled
up alongside Obama will do to our inside you, I
wouldn't wish
me. I just hap
dial on anyone.
pened to look
country if he isn't
Incest
is
over and saw
another excepa homemade
stopped now."
tion. Both rape
bumper sticker.
and incest have
I shouldn't
an aspect of viosay
sticker
though. It was held until the ear lence, power, control and vulgarity
with blue tape and it was quite about them. It is quite frightful to
imagine a young woman, maybe
huge.
The "bumper sticker" covered a even an older woman, subjected
good portion of the left side of the to sexual intercourse with a family
rear; from thenunk hood tohelovv member. Once again, I reiterate
the chrome bumper.
the emotional and soulful scars
It wasn't so much that the sign will be enough for one |)crson to
was homemade or thai the tacky handle, why add to il?
Prom the onset of conception,
blue tape was peeling off thai
there are women thai will have
upset me. Il Wits the message.
II was a picture of an aborted complications early on. Some of
fetus, with the words "T his is what those may be minor, but there are
I )bama will do to our country if he a few that will ultimately come
down as to who should live: the
isn't stopped now."
mother or the child. Most doctors
Yup, my jaw drop|Hxl, too.
will stress the importance of the
The driver was a slightly over
the-hill looking man, hunched mother's survival. Most mothers,
over the steering wheel. I don't I believe, would give up their own
remember what he was wearing, life for their children. This is where
but flannel comes to mind. He choice comes into play.
I do feel that there are women
didn't seem nulty, or olT his rocker,
but then again he was in his Car, who may be strong enough to
overcome those obstacles. Many
and 1 was fuming in mine.
I honestly can't figure out what have faith at their disposal. 1 just
is worse: the picture of the abortSee WEBER | Page 6
ed fetus, or comparing ()hama to
an aborted fetus. Both subjects

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewstPbgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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Interruptions happen, even during sex

IT'S Gon-Xi TO BE A UvJri
OJIrJW.

hurts to export the unexpected.

ByJohnBdby
U-Wre

Funyfmnds

The mood is perfect it's chiDy outside, the room is covered in muted
pastel tones from your five-color
floor lamp and you're both full of
Indian take-out But, interruptions
happen—mostryduring important
thing; like sex, and never, it seems,
during unimportant things like
homework. While many of them
are outside your control, it never

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

A woman has a choice

LAUREN FRALEY.
Junior,
Theater

MOLUE BALLMER.
Sophomore,

SALLY KANDIE,

TRAVIS COOK,
Senior.
Theater & Film

No, you can't have pets in your
dorm room, right? Well, suspend
your disbelief for a moment if
you.hypothetically, have a secret
donn gerbil and he, hypotheticaDy.
happens to be outside of his cage
when you and your boyfriend/ginfriend are getting hot and heavy,
you might, hypothctjcally, have a
problem when the nails down your
back aren't any tliat you're familiar
with - they're smaller, quicker and

smell Hlce gerbil poop.
Rnalnrn
The fire alarm! What a pain - you know, we can probably just
stay here, there are always drills
anyway, right?
Not necessarily. The danger
might be very real. Even worse:
The firemen might break into your
locked room, desperate to save the
trapped souls inside and it turns
StX

Obama follows JFK's footsteps in fixing the nation
By Will Piuo
U-Wire

John I- Kennedy's quote, "Ask
not what your country can do
for you; ask what you can do
for your country," has never
been more relevant than
today. Obama's administration will do more than just
fix the economy, restore lost
foreign policy credentials and
deliver health care to millions
of Americans. President-elect
li.11,11 k Obama will call upon
all Americans, young and old,

Republican and Democrat, to
make patriotic sacrifices to
make our country great once
again.
Obama intends to follow
the path of the great Kennedy
by expanding national service programs, such as
Kennedy's Peace Corps, that
ask Americans to give back
to .the country. Not stopping
there, Obama will create additional programs, including
Classroom Corps that will help
teachers maintain healthy
learning environments in

"The new White House will also actively
call upon America's youth to do their part
to resurrect the country."
impoverished school districts.
Other programs slated are a
new Health, Clean Energy and
Veteran Corps.
The new White House
will also actively call upon
America's youth to do their
part to resurrect the country.
This challenge includes not

only joining one of Obama's
new programs, but also meeting the administration's goal
to have every middle and
high school student complete
50 hours of community serSee JFK | Page 6

As Obama moves toward his presidency, the
country waits for his cabinet announcement
By Stuart Balnxl

"While there is considerable debate over

U-Wire

We're now two weeks into
President-elect
Barack
Obama's lit still feels weird to
say that. It really does.) transition, which is probably the
most-watched in the past 25
years or so.
We've read — or at least I
have — story after story in
the media reminding us of Bill
Clinton's supposedly disastrous transition, and how
Obama should avoid his mistakes. Obama, who does seem
to he moving quite a bit faster than Clinton, selected his
Chief of Staff quickly. Rabin
Emanuel, a centrist once asso-

how much influnce cabinet secretaries
really have, they will become the most
visible faces of the Obama
administration and represent his policies
both domestically and abroad."
ciated with the Democratic
Leadership Council CDLC)
and serious policy wonk, is an
excellent choice for the job.
He's also filled several other
staff positions with loyalists
like Valerie larretl. Despite leftist criticism, Emanuel's selec-

tion indicates Obama's desire
to govern from the center.
However, he has yet, as of
this writing, to make any cabinet selections. It does seem
that he will choose Hillary
Clinton of all people to be
Secretary of State, but that

is not certain. While there
is considerable debate over
how much influence cabinet
secretaries really have, they
will become the most visible
faces of the Obama administration and represent his
policies both domestically
and abroad. Choosing the
right group will be crucial, as
Obama wants to get moving
quickly on major policy initiatives. After more than three
years of lethargy and inaction
from the Bush administration,
picking dynamic secretaries
will jump-start new policies.
The choice recently garnerSee CABINET I Page 6

A guy best friend without benefits - is it real?
By Kathryn Danganan
U Wire

There's a scene in "A Lot Like
Love" when Ashton Kutcher's
character, Oliver, comes to
the rescue of Amanda Peel's
character. Emily, on New
Year's Eve. lust when she
thinks she'll be one of the
unfortunates with no one to
kiss at the stroke of midnight, Oliver arrives just in
time to save her.
For those of you who

k

haven't seen the movie, Oliver
and Emily are just friends at
the time of the kiss. The rest
of the film shows Oliver continuing to bail Emily out of
unlucky dating situations and
vice versa, both not demanding anything in return.
I want a relationship similar lo theirs. More specifically, I want an Oliver.
Oliver is like having a
guy best friend, but that's
not what 1 need. The "best
friend" label sort of compli-

cates things. The title entails
commitment and responsibility. A guy best friend would
feel obliged to do something
for me because he wouldn't
want to hurl my feelings if
he should decline. However,
my Oliver wouldn't be compelled to and he'd know that
I wouldn't be offended.
There are some points to
clarify. First of all, a relationship with an Oliver would
have similar qualities as a
relationship between friends

with benefits, except in my
case, it would be sans benefits. Why would I want that?
Especially if 1 can get kisses
and hugs for free, no strings
attached? Isn't that what
everybody wants?
Not for me. I'm one of the
few who still argues and
believes that a close relationship between a guy and a
girl can exist without a sexSee FRIENDS | Page 6
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WEBER
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don't want lo chance menial
instability on anyone
As fnt (he framing of abortions
by both sides of the spectrum, the
anti-abortion movement does an
excellent jobof focusing the attention on the unborn fetus. It pulls
heart strings. It evokes powerful
emotions. In comparison, the
pro-abortion organizations lag
behind. In order to connect with
the audience in a more evocative
way. they would need to show
the serious exceptions, ra|X' and
incest, and bring those powerful
images to the forefront.
In all good faith, I cannot give
a complete license to abortion
though. Some will take advantage
of this medical procedure. That is
where carrying the child to term,
and giving them up for adoption
is the most humane option. I do
not condone abortion where a
one-night stand is involved, or
for a woman who has had her
sixth procedure. That is just plain
selfishness.
In the coming years, the U.S.
Supreme (!ouH may lie faced with

JFK
From Page 4

vice yearly, Obama will summon retiring Americans to
volunteer and work in programs such as I lead Start and
YouthBuild.
Obama
understands
though, that America will
also need sweeping changes
in policy to recover. The first
hundred days of the Obama
administration will heavily focus on the economy.
Bipartisan legislation will
be passed to provide direct.
immediate assistance for
homeowners bogged down
by the financial crisis. Obama
will not support a bailout for
irresponsible mortgage lenders, however. Mole economic
relief will come in a lax cut
for 95 percent of workers and
families. Obama and Biden

a challenge to Roe v. Wade. ITiat
case decided it was unconstitutional to prevent women from
seeking abortions if they choose
that route. In 2007, the Supreme
Court slightly reversed their decision in regards to partial-birth
abortion, and banned it with a 5-4
decision.
Panial-binh abortion is gruesome. It is commonly known as
intact dilatation and extraction (or
I) & X). It is a procedun1 in which
the fetus is "removed" from the
mother feet first, except for the
head. lleathAtoZ-Coin describes
the procedure: "the physician
uses an instrument to puncture
the base of the skull, which collapses the fetal head. Typically, the
contents of the fetal head an- then
partially suctioned out, which
results in the death of the fetus and
reduces the size of the fetal head
enough to allow it to pass through
the cervix. The dead and otherwise intact fetus is then removed
from the woman's body."
This style of abortion is generally used when the fetus is in its
late second and third trimester, well past the time a general
abortion would be utilized.
Supreme Court lust ice Ruth
also plan a new American
jobs tax credit to help create
domestic jobs. A zero capital gains rate for Investment
in small businesses will also
jumpstart the economy.
America got a taste of
how our image will change
upon watching celebrations
in Kenya, cheering in New
Delhi and jubilation in Paris.
Gone will be the nation that
preemptively goes into war,
Cione will be the nation that
neglects the middle class in
favor of the elite. Gone will be
the nation that watches our
planet degrade right before
our eyes. Ohama's policies will
change this country for the
better, lust remember, there is
no more important resource
for changing the direction
of this country and defining
the ideas that will transform
America than the American
people.

Check us out online at:

www. bgnews.com

lladcr (jinsburg,wiioopposed the
ban, said that this decision "cannot be understood as anything
other than an effort to chip away
a right declared again and again
by 11 us court, and with increasing
comprehension of its centrality to
women's lives."
Despite, or even in light of, the
partial-birth ban, I still feel that
a woman should have the right
to choose the needs and methods of medical Interaction for her
body. To override a woman's rights
to serve the needs of an unborn
child, to take away a woman's
choice and make that decision
for her, and to use legal restraint
that would punish a woman for
already making a life-changing
resolution just seems cruel and
ill-advised.
So now for that man with the
sign on his car: Grow up, and find
something better to do with your
lime than drag an already sensitive and emotionally charged
subject up and compare it to
that of the United States, and its
president.
— Respond to Um at
llienen slPbgiieivs.com.

CABINET
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ing the most chatter is the
likely prospect of Clinton as
Secretary of State. It seems,
at first glance, like a stunning choice. Senator Clinton's
strengths during the campaign
tended to be on the domestic-policy side: healthcare and
jobs. She's also considerably
more hawkish than Obama,
adopting a firm stance regarding Iran, while being more outspoken in support of Israel.
It would be an interesting
selection in that while Clinton
campaigned for Obama
and gave a great speech at
the Democratic National
Convention, they were never
particularly close and had a
long, acrimonious campaign.
Would she he overshadowed
by Vice President-elect )oe
Biden's foreign policy experience? How much latitude
would she have when meeting
with foreign leaders?
Obama also has an interesting decision to make regarding Secretary of Defense.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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ual attraction. I know there
might be at least a tinge of
an attraction, but it wouldn't
have to go into effect. It's
not because we don't want
to ruin the friendship; it's
because we're attracted to
each other's intellect, character, personality and presence, not just each other's
physical features.
Wouldn't that be sort of a
soul mate, then? Perhaps.
But a soul mate sounds like
you can never break away
from the person and that
you have to stick with them
forever.
My Oliver would also have
to look good. Go ahead and
blame it on my vanity and
selfishness. I'm not sorry
for it. I won't apologize
for wanting someone who
takes care of himself and
under that how he presents
himself is extremely important. It's the first thing people base their impressions
on. I can't accept an Oliver
Current Defense Secretary
Bob Gates has been, by most
accounts, doing a fantastic
job. He's been a strong advocate for more money for the
State Department and Foreign
Service (maybe the only time
we will ever see the Pentagon
actually wanting to give
another agency more money).
Gates has also worked to depoliticize the Pentagon after
six years of Donald Rumsfeld.
It seems likely that he will stay
on for at least a year, which
would be unprecedented.
While cabinet secretaries occasionally do survive
presidential transitions, the
Secretary of Defense never
has. Gates, never a registered Republican, has done
more than enough to stay on.
Obama would be wise to ask
him to stay.
The biggest choice Obama
has to make is Secretary of
the Treasury. A lot of names
are being bandied about, but
the most intriguing is Lany
Summers, Treasury Secretary
in Bill Clinton's second term
and former president of
Harvard. Summers has a blaz-

who possesses the first four
major elements that are
essential to this relationship, then have him look
like a rat.
This relationship wouldn't
be a one-way street, either.
For it to be effective, 1
should be able to do what
he'd do for me, too. If he
doesn't want to spend his
Saturday night regurgitating his dinner in a bar's
bathroom, I'll come over
with my Scrabble board
or a stack of video games
(Mario Kart Wii, preferably).
If he doesn't have anyone to
watch the game with, I'll
be there (except I'll probably be painting my nails
or asking him to guide me
through the game).
Doesn't this sound great?
The problem is, I doubt
that such a guy exists anymore. If he does, I'm sure
he's gay - that's the Oliver
twist, ladies. But 1 will stayoptimistic and keep looking anyway. Or hope that
he finds me, because
New Year's Eve is fast
approaching.
ing intellect, but his comments on gender and intelligence, which were somewhat
misinterpreted, have earned
him many enemies. Selecting
him would send a signal to
investors and foreign leaders
that Obama is serious about
economic policy and does not
intend to engage in ideological
reform. Summers is pro-free
trade; he would help reassure
East and South Asian allies
that Obama does not intend
to be a protectionist.
We will already know
a lot about the Obama
Administration and what
policies it will pursue before
Inauguration Day. Obama has
shown a remarkable interest
in hearing opposing points
of view from people close to
him; this is an extremely rare
trait in a president.
Picking Sen. Clinton is the
first big step in that direction.
If his cabinet reflects that attitude, then we'll be one step
closer to having the kind of
presidency that has been so
lacking in the past eight years,
reaffirming why we voted for
Obama in the first place.

SEX
From Page 4

out that saving peoples lives really
is hot, at least according to the girl
you're with.

MMw

What's worse noise-wise: a
UConn radiator, or the entire French
Imperial army, inducting Napoleon
himself? Turns out it's a draw, so the
tie-breaker goes to who can do a better steak tartare. Both of you already
ate, anyway.
Amwarmg IMMMM
"Hi, Aaron? Irs Dr. Prignano - your
proctologist? Listen, your lab results
came in and well, I won't say bad
They're not bad But I want to talk
to you about it There ate things you
need to know I know you had lots of
questions last time and I think we can
probably get those answered Just so
you know, you probably shouldn't be
having sex until the appointment
Fed free to call me during business
hours. Thanks. Bye."
TK.it other signmonrtoU MI

While you can't do anything
about your 21-gun salute radiator,
you can be proactive on the roommate issue. Get one of those big desk
calendars and keep some Sharpies
nearby and whenever the prospect
of some bedroom adventures lurks
on the horizon, make a note Work
out all the sdieduling in advance,
so now you've got every excuse to
just barge in on your roommate and
her boyfriend and look like a psycho
obsessrve-compulsive stalker. "Not
your day! You're supposed to be at an
advisor appointment right now! And
tlien you've got to eat dinner! And
tonight is Party Cake night! You love
Party CaW
ni ■ ■!!*• MUM UJKJfIS

Youte smart You're an engineering student You can put a bunk-bed
together that can stand up to the
intense stress of your daily sexual regimen, right? Guess not Now you've
got to replace your laptop, your
boyfriend/girlfriend's laptop, your
roommate's microwave and your
roommate's gerbti. And your pride,
but pride is cheap these days.
The other woman calk
"Hi, Aaron? It's lean. I just wanted to tell you -- I'm really glad wele
doing this open relationship thing,
it's working out really well, I've been
having tons of great sex with people
that aren't you I hope you are, too!
But uh, this doctor thing, hes been
calling the house again and 1 think
it's kind of urgent He really wants you
to call him back, okay? All right Love
you, honey. Bye."

A.'iK*,'

ytitimp-Adventure

Internships

Spring 2009

Internship opportunities in Germany, England, Italy, Belgium,
and the U.S. (Florida and Hawaii) in child development centers
and school-age programs.

• Living stipend ol $2,600 lor 17 weeks.
• Housing and travel are paid
• Build your resume related lo work with children & youth.
• Network with one of the world's largest employers - the Dept of Defense.
• Earn 12 hours ol undergraduate or graduate credit.
• Eligible lo apply for AmeriCorps"ProCorps Educational Award funding.

Email Suun Edginton at su»an.edginton@unl.tdu
In the subject line, write INTERNSHIP BG/DA.
include a brief description ot prior experience with
children and include your major year In school, and
phono number

Registration begins for:
Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

October 20
October 22
October 28
November 4
November 12
November 18
November 24

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising arid UPAS

101 University Hall

372-8943

Arts S Sciences

205 Administration Building

372-2015

Business Administration

371 Business Administration Bitting

372-2747

Education & Human Development
Health & Human Senices

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

Musical Arts

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

Technology

102 Technology Building

372-7581

Firelands

101 West Building

372-0576

Register using My.BGSU.efJll
To find your exact registration day and time,
go to the Office of Registration and Records website at

wvvw.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

BGSU.

Office of Registration and Record*
110 AdminHfjfon Building
Registntton Hotline 419-J72 44*4

■7*
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SIDELINES

BASEBALL
Pedroia named
ALMVP
Boston Red Sox second
baseman Dustin Pedroia was
named the American League
MVP yesterday. He garnered
16 first place votes and 517
total points. In the process, he
became the first second
baseman to win the MVP
since Nellie Fox in*1959.
Page 9

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure and log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
additional news and notes on
all BG sports. This week, we
are bringing you a mid-week
MAC football pick 'em and
we'll have our first basketball
live blog Thursday night. Well
also be bringing you
coverage of the volleyball
MAC Championships.
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE

Not to be denied
Netters beat Bulls for the second time this week, advance in playoffs

By Stan Shapiro
Reporter

TODAY
Women's basketball:
at Valparaiso; 7:05 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1989—TheUS. soccer
team qualifies for the World
Soccer Cup finals for the first
time since 1950.
1984—Mets pitcher
Dwight Gooden. 20. becomes
the youngest Rookie of the
Year award winner. ■

For the fifth straight year BG
is headed to the second round
of the MAC tournament after
a win over the visiting Buffalo
Bulls in Anderson Arena.
BG won set one 25-14 when
they dominated Buffalo in all
aspects of the match. At one
point, with freshman Susie
Isphording serving, BG was
able to go on a 6-point run forcing Buffalo to use both of their
timeouts.
Senior Meghan Mohr was the
star of set one as she recorded
six kills and two service aces,
accounting for nine of BG's 25
points in the set.

"We wanted to go out and play without
fear and for our seniors in their last match
in Anderson Arena. We wanted to make
this the best match we've played."

Mohr and the Falcons had
a much tougher time with the
Bulls in set two as the visitors
were able to even the match
as they pulled out a 25-20 win
when the Falcons struggled to
handle the ball on their side of
the court.
"In set two, our passing and
hitting broke down plain and

By Morgan Carlfon
Reporter

The List
Baseball's offseason is just
getting started. With plenty
of big names on the market,
the business side of baseball
is about to get exciting.
Here at the top free agents
available:

2. Manny Ramirez:
Even at 36, Ramirez is still a
dangerous hitter. He hit .332
with 37 home runs between
Boston and Los Angeles
last year.

3. Mark Teixeria:
Teixeria is just hitting his
prime and is coming off a
.302/33/121 season.

4. Francisco
Rodriguez: K-Rod is the
best closer in the game and
who wouldn't want him?

5. A.J. Burnett:
Burnett got 17 wins on the
Blue Jays, meaning he could
get 20 for a good team.

on their momentum from set
three jumping out to an earlv
5-1 lead on a kill by Mohr. The
Falcons never surrendered the
lead as they were able to push
to a 25-18 victory earning a
trip to the MAC. tournament
quarterfinals.
All night BG was the belter
team behind the service line
See WIN | Page 9

Glew twins help team, each other succeed

1932-Joe Kershalla
scores 71 points in a college .
football game.

year, it was Johan Santana,
this year it's Sabathia. He
went 17-10 with 10 complete
games in 2008.

together a five-point run early
in the set. BG eventually won
the set 25-18 as junior Kaitlin
simple. Without the pass you lackson recorded an ace against
can't have the set or the hit," the Bulls.
"I thought she did a really
Mohr said.
In set three BG bounced back good job, most of this season
as they continued to put pres- she hasn't been playing the
sure on the Bulls from behind back row, and to come in a
MAC conference game and to
the service line.
The Falcons never trailed in do well was very important to
the set, as they were able to hold us," Mohr said.
In the fourth set BG built
off the Bulls when they strung

Denise Van De Walle I Coach

1953-The U.S. Supreme
Court rules that baseball is a
sport and not a business.

1. CC Sabathia: Last

Meghan
Mohr
Had 18 kills
and three
service aces

Chelsey
Meek
Had 15 digs and is
26 away from the
MAC record

BRANDON HEISS
STIFF ARM: Chris Bullock and the rest o( the Falcons face a tough challenge against Buffalo
thrs weekend If BG wins, it still has a chance to win (he MAC East title.

Falcons

to shot

at MAC East title
By Chris Volotchuk
Sports Editor

Right now, the BG football team
is living the famous, exhaustingry
over-played Bon lovi song.
"Oh, we're halfway there. Oh,
we're living on a prayer."
Halfway is excactly where the
Falcons stand right now with a 3-3
conference record and two games
to go in the regular season. With
just two more chances to make
good on a season that started
with promise, faded and then
rescusitated, they're looking to
get to "there," or as it's more commonly known, the Mid-American
Conference Championship game
and the potential bowl berth that
follows.
According to head coach Gregg
Brandon, the players are really

starting to sense the goal in sight.
"We're halfway home," Brandon
said. "The closer you get, the more
the sense of urgency and the buildup Icomesl. The kids can feel it and
sense it."
To get to this point, the Falcons
had to win two games in a row over
Kent and Ohio. They were able to
do so, all while following the same
forumla.
Against the Golden Flashes, the
offense put up 462 yards and 45
points and really carried the team to
the finish line. The defense helped
build the scoring deficit by pitching
a shutout in the first half. In the win
over the Bobcats, the defense only
gave up 40 rushing yards and didn't
allow a touchdown. Never having
See HALFWAY | Page 9

If you get the chance to see
the BCi women's golf team play
sometime this year, you're
not seeing double. Lauren
and Marisa Glew are sophomore twins, both playing golf
in their second year with the
Falcons.
The pair began playing golf
at the age of 5, with their father
as their instructor.
"Our dad taught us how
to play," Marisa said. "It's a
good family thing that we do
together. It's one of our favorite things to do with our dad."
Lauren said they have another sister, a freshman in high
school, who also plays golf.
"We try and get out as much
as possible and work with her
Ion her game]," Marisa said.
In addition to working with
their younger sister. I^uren

B

Lauren
Glew
Had a team-low
80 8 stroke
average in 2008

Marisa
Glew
Broke 80 six times
m the fall 2008
season

and Marisa also try and help
"We don't live together, so
that helps us to be separate
one another out as well.
"We've grown up watching sometimes," Lauren said. "We
each other and taking lessons have our own space, but it's
together." Lauren said. "I know nice to always know you have
her swing, and I can watch her someone there for you."
and know right away if she's
"It's nice to know you're
going to be off."
never alone," Marisa said. "Not
"We coach each other, and only do I have my sister, but
watch each others swings." the team is like family as well.
Marisa added. "We both help There's a good support system
the other out when we can."
in place."
As sisters, the girls are natuWith so much together time
at practices, away meets, and rally competitive with each
school, one might think the other.
girls could get frustrated With
"Of course we're competitive.
one another. However, the two
say they find ways to lead sepSee GLEW I Page 9
arate lives as well.

Women's hoops set to meet Valparaiso
By Andrew Harnar
Assistant Sports Editor

The Falcon women's basketball team will again travel out
of state to face a non-conference opponent tonight when
they head to Indiana to take on
Valparaiso.
Coming off a 70-55 loss
to Temple last weekend, the
Falcons will look to improve on
its 26.7 shooting percentage and
77.3 free throw percentage.
BG will also look to add to its
3-0 all-time record against the
Crusaders, including an 81-56

Maribeth
Geise
Scored seven
points in her
Falcons debut

a Lauren
Prochaska
Scored a teamhigh 13 points at
Temple

i^^l
|H
j^ jU
i
\
<
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win at home last season and a
127-99 win in 1992 at Valparaiso.
Lauren Prochaska and Tracy
Pontius led the team in scoring
against Temple with 13 and 10
points respectively.
For the Crusaders, tonight's
game will serve as their seasonopener and will be the first time

the team has played since Nov. 8
when they beat St. (oscph's (Ind.)
89-44 in an exhibition game.
I-ast season, Valparaiso
finished sixth in the Horizon
League with a 14-16 (9-9) overall
record and are returning six of
their seven top scorer's from that
campaign.
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vs. Buffalo
Friday, Nov. 21
6:OOpm - The Doyt
o

20% OFF Orange BG Apparel
Monday-Friday, November 17-21
UNIVERSITY

bookstore
» FREE orange t-shirts to the first 2,000 BGSU Students
» All dining halls will close at 3:00pm and University
Dining Services will relocate to a tent on the EAST side
of Doyt Perry Stadium.
- LIVE music from 3:30-5:45pm
- Food service available from 3:30-6:00pm
- Residential Meal Plan Dollars, BG1 Card, Cash and
Credit will be accepted

MENU
Meal - $6 Beverage - $1
- Choice of ONE sandwich:
Shredded Chicken, Hot Dog, Garden Burger

- 8 oz. chili con carne or veggie chili*
- Nachos and cheese
- Choice of beverage
*Second sandwich can be substituted for chili

ONE student at the game will win FREE textbooks for
the Spring '09 semester from University Bookstore
.

ONE student at the game will have a shot at $10,000
at Halftime in the ROLL ALONG! Target Toss Challenge

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Boston's Pedroia named American League MVP
NEW voitK — Boston Idle man
I Xisiin I Wroia won the AL MVP
award yesterday, becoming ihe
first second baseman to earn the
honor in nearly a half-century
Pedlbia
easily
beat
out
Minnesota slUfflBr Instin Momeau
and added to his ever-expanding
trophy case. Generously listed at 5fool-9, the Red Sox star was the top
AI. rookie last year while winning a
World Series ring.
"I'm not the biggest guy in the
world I don't have that many tools,''
Pedroia said on a conference call
from his home in Arizona. "If you
saw me walking down the street,
you wouldn't think I'm a baseball
player."
Nellie 1-ox was the previous
second baseman to become AI.
MVP, in 1959 with the White Sox.
No position has produced fewer

HALFWAY
From Page 7
to play from behind, the offense
was able to find the end zone lour
times.
It's all part of a final four-game
stretch in which the Falcons have
to win out or face the disappointment of watching the MAG title
game and bowl season play out
from their couches at home. It's
a fate nobody associated with the
program wants to experience.
linebacker lohn 1 laneline said
a true sense of urgency has developed over the course of the last
several weeks that has made the
team play much better. There's
also a level of relief, considering
they've missed out on some great
opportunities to avoid the current
one-loss-and-done format.
"We're currently grateful to be
back in this position, knowing we
let some golden opportunities
slip by earlier in the season and
that we didn't play our best football at times where we could've
locked up our position in the conference," I laneline said. "To be
back in this position is awesome."
Ihe team will need that sense
of urgency to hit its peak Friday
when Buffalo comes to town. Ihe

GLEW
From Page 7
but only on the course," l.auren
said. "We always root for each
other and hope the other does

well."
At the beginning of the
fall 2008 season, Lauren was
announced as team captain
for the Falcon golf team.
"I was really proud of her
when the announcement was
made," Marisa said. "She had
great grades, and is one of the
lowest scorers on the team.
She really deserves it."
Though both Glews attend
the University, it was not

MVPs overall — just 10 overall
since the AL and Nl. awards were
first presented in 1931.
Pedroia drew 16 of the 28 firstplace votes cast by members of
the Baseball Writers' Association
of America and finished with 317

points,
It was a scattered ballot, with five
players receiving first-place votes.
Pedroia was even left off one ballot,
while Momeau and Boston first
baseman Kevin Youkilis were listed
on every one.
Pedroia and his wife originally
planned to leave early this week
for a vacation in Mexico. But with
the MVP vote looming, a Red Sox
official suggested he delay the trip
by a day or two, just in case.
"I really didn't know what to
expect," Pedmla said. "I wasn't nervous or overly excited."
Pedroia was driving to his
daily workout when he got
the phone call telling him he'd

winner of the game will be in the
driver's seat in tenns of winning
the MAG Bast
Currently, BG has a lot more say
over where it finishes than it did
at this time one month ago,
"We're back in control of our
destiny," Brandon said. "We've
still got a lot of work to do. This
[gamel Friday night won't be easy,
but we're still playing for a championship and that's why kids
come to Bowling Green—to play
for championships."
Buffalo will not be an easy
game by any means, The Bulls
currently lead the Fast with a 42 record and feature one of the
best offenses in the conference.
The Bulls also have just as much
momentum on their side as BG
does, having won their last four
games in a row.
In those four wins, they've
played in a combined five overtimes and have scored 30 or
more points three times, last
week, they beat Akron at the
Rubber Bowl in four overtimes
on the strength of running back
lames Starks' multi-faceted play.
I le racked up 241 total yards and
three touchdowns.
The Bulls also feature one of
the best quarterback-receiver
combos in the conference with

always planned that way,
according to the girls.
"It just worked out that we
both [ended up at BG]. We
didn't feel that we had to go to
school together," Lauren said.
"We had long lists of schools
that we were looking at. and
we both ended up at BG,
"I had been looking at
University of Richmond, Penn
State, and a hunch of others,
but BG seemed like my best
option," Marisa said.
Both girls are studying business, and Lauren is planning
on perusing accounting and
financing.
The Women's golf team
starts up again in March 2009.

won. Right away, the calls and
text messages from teammates
began pouring in.
"It's unbelievable," he said.
Momeau got seven first-place
votes and had '257 points, and
Youkilis and Twins catcher loe
Mauer each got a pair of firstplace votes. Record-setting closer
Francisco Rodriguez of the Angels
drew the other first-place nod and
came in sixth.
Pedroia led the AI. in hits, runs
and doubles in helping the Red Sox
win the AI. wild-card berth. I le batled 326 with 17 home runs and 83
RBIs and also stole 20 bases, Kariier
this month, he also won his first
Gold Glove.
Pedroia quickly became a fan
favorite at Fenway Park with
his meaty swings and scrappy
approach. In a lineup depleted
by injuries to David Ortiz, Mike
lowell and J.D. Drew and the
midseason trade of Manny

Ramirez, Pedroia took his hearty
hacks wherever needed — while
he usually batted second, he also
hit leadoff and cleanup.
The 25-year-old Pedroia was
the fourth second baseman to
win the AI. MVP award, along with
l<«, |oe Gordon (1942) and Chitrlie
Gehringer (19371. Six second basemen have won the XI. honor, with
leff Kent, Rync Sandbag and loe
Morgan doing it most recently
"When I first got called tip to the
major leagues in 2(106,1 didn't know
what to expect" Pedroia said.
"1 had to overcome a lot of things
to prove people wrong, and so far
I've done that" he said. "I have to
find a way to have that edge."
Pedroia became the 10th Red Si >x
player to take the award and first
since Mo Vaughn in 1995.1 le also
is just the third player to become
MVP the season after earning the
Rookie of the Year award, joining
Gal Ripken Jr. and Ryan I lovvard.
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319 E. Wooster Strict. Bowling Ureen, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
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Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

W&Studio apartments av,ailable!
.Slatting at $425*nonth
Summer, semester, or year leases
Laundry facilities
Free Wireless

•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave, K" TV
Includes all utilities S cable
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

Condominiums torrent!
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
Starling at $6507month plus utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
One year lease minimum
1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty'
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Offict in some units
Fireplace. Central air, Lawn Care

For iron? mfo visit

SHAMROCKBG.COM
of email
tnto.ashanvockbg con

1724 E. W00STER 419-354-0070

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
Amenities included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer

-

Gas log fireplaces

-

Garbage disposal, dishwasher

-

Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves

-

Walk in closets

-

Air conditioning

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

GREENBRIAR, INC.

$

Months
*
100
;
Interest FREE
w

MAIL- IN REBATE

On4Select t.oon?YiAn Tires

:S

in Good Locations!
.L ESTATE, INC.

4

BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2009.

as the recorded 7 service aces
as a team, while only recording
seven errors.
"We wanted to go out and
play without fear and for our
seniors in their last match in
Anderson Arena. We wanted to
make this the best match we've
played," head coach Denisc Van
De Walle said.
With the win BG will head
to the MAC quarterfinals for
a match up with the four seed
Central Michigan. The teams
met earlier this season with
Central Michigan winning 3-0.

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments

6

s to?
the

But all the scenarios needed
to give BG control over its own
destiny in conference play have
worked out favorably. There's a
light at the end of the tunnel that
is the 2008 season.
"The team mentality, alter
Buffalo knocked off Akron, it really inspired us," said quarterback
Tyler Shechan.liven though we
stniggled at the beginning of the
season, we ran still make it to
Detroit in December, so that's a
good feeling for us to have."
The Falcons are halfway to
their goal. This week will go a
long way in determining if they
can finish the job.

WIN
From Page 7
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Drew Willy (2,348 yards, 18TI)s)
and Naaman Roosevelt (954
yards, 8 touchdowns). Members
of the Falcon defense know it
will be a tough task to corral the
Buffalo offense, but are ready for
the challenge.
"I enjoy Iplaying high powered
offenses!" I laneline said. "As a
defensive player, I've always lived
by the saying that offense sells
tickets and defense wins championships. I love that Ipeoplel
are talking about the offenses, I
wouldn't have it any other way."
With Friday representing BCi's
final home game of the season, and its toughest competition to date invading Doyt Perry
Stadium, it's going to be a fight
to keep the MAG title hopes alive.

2

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

"We're currently grateful to be back in
this position, knowing we let some golden
opportunities slip by earlier in the season
and that we didn't play our best football
at times where we could've locked up our
position in the conference."

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
2009

by our office &
pick up ttio
New Listings!

3

MARKHUMPHREV

ALL-AROUND STUD: Duslin Pedroa made plays with his glove and his ba!. helping him to win the American League MVP awatd.

ByB.nW.lk.r
The Associated Press
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American Coal Co. files federal lawsuit,
against the MSHA, tensions rise
By JimSulir
The Associated Press

REED SAXON «PPHO'C
THE AFTERMATH: A statue stands in front o( a home destroyed at the Oak Ridge Mobile Home Park in the northern San Fernando Valley
area of Los Angeles Fierce winds fanned a fast-moving witdftre that Iras burned homes and forced thousands of people to evacuate.

Residents devastated by wildfires
By Amy Taxin
Hie Associated Press

Uis \NGELES -Smokyskies
cleared and once whipping
winds slowed in a standstill
Yesterday, as another wave
of those who fled Southern
California's ferocious weekend wildfires prepared to
sort through the remains of
their homes.
Three fires have destroyed
neatly 1,00(1 homes and apartments and burned 42,000
acres, or 65 square miles,
forcing thousands to flee.
lite causes nl all three were
mulct investigation, although
,i human cause was suspected
in a Santa Barbara County
blaze.
Many residents of the 184
homes destroyed in the tightknit Oakridge Mobile Home
Park were expected to line
up and walk through and see
the worst of the devastation
for themselves after authorities made sure there were no
bodies in the ashes.
A day earliet, Michael
Hernandez pulled a charred
photo album front the wreckage of liis home, the plastic
pages melted and flaking after
a wildfire lore through the
mobile home where he lived
with his grandparents and 7year old daughter.
It was one ol a handful of
keepsakes he was able to rescue during a police-escorted
tour lor some residents of the
park thai became a flattened
field of blackened trees and
twisted metal.
"We came here with a little
hope and we walked around
and pretty much everything's
ruined," said Hernandez,
a 32-year old artist who
splits his time between the
park in Sylmai and his studio in downtown Los Angeles.
"1
don't 'recognize my
room."
More than 500 people made
the trip on Monday but were
not allowed to sill through the
ruins as cadaver-sniffing dogs
scoured the area to make sure
no one had died in the blaze.
After an exhaustive search, no
bodies were found.

itesidents whose homes
were intact were allowed to
quickly pick up clothes, toiletries, and other belongings
under police escort.
Most evacuation orders
were lifted in Southern
California yesterday, when the
clear
skies
and
calm
winds
helped
firelight
ers make some gains,
bad air remained in some
places and classes were canceled at dozens of schools near
fire zones in Orange County.
Warm weather was forecast to remain yesterday with
temperatures reaching the
80s in much of the region,
but winds weren't expected
to blow much harder than
about 5 mph, according to the
National Weather Service.
In Syhnar, wild winds blew a
wall of fire through the mobile
home complex Saturday and
set them ablaze so quickly
that even firefighters had to
drop their hoses and run.
Firefighters were able to save
about 120 homes, but many
were badly damaged in the
park that residents described
as idyllic for its mountain
scenery, swimming pool and
tennis courts and community
spirit.
"It's a disaster. It looks like
Hiroshima,'' said loan Costa,
whose home was spared in
the blaze.
I.os Angeles police officials
were still looking for residents
of 166 properties who have
not yet contacted authorities.
Official listed the numbers
of those spaces and urged
to confirm they are alive
and well.
Elsewhere, the largest of the
fires has burned nearly 29,000
acres in Orange, Riverside,
San Bernardino and Los
Angeles counties and has
destroyed more than 250
homes and apartment units.
Firefighters bad it 60 percent
surrounded. San Bernardino
became the fourth county
to have a state of emergency
declared.
In Yorba Linda in Orange
County, where more than
150 homes were lost, residents also returned to survey

"We came here
with a little hope
... and pretty much
everything's ruined."
'•Vhdei Hernandez | Resident

the devastation.
David Waltemeyer, fire
chief in Corona near where
the fire broke out Saturday
morning, told the Riverside
Press-Enterprise that authorities did not believe the fire
was intentionally set and
likely had a mechanical
cause such as exhaust from a
vehicle on the nearby 91
Freeway.
"I want to allay fears
an arsonist is out there,"
Waltemeyer said.
The first of the wildfires
broke out in the Montccito
area of Santa Barbara County,
about 90 miles northwest
of Sylmar. It destroyed 210
homes, many of them mansions that once had sweeping views of the Pacific Ocean.
It was fully contained by
Monday night and the cause
was under investigation.
Officials said they believed it
was "human-caused."
Los Angeles Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa said Presidentelect Barack Obama contacted him Sunday night to
offer what help he could.
Obama has turned his
campaign Web site home
page into a plea to help fire
victims
that
includes
a link to Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger's
site,
where people can sign up to
volunteer or donate.
Schwarzenegger on Monday
asked the Bush administration
to declare Southern California
a federal disaster site. The
governor also requested
disaster loans for the counties of Los Angeles, Orange.
Riverside, Santa Barbara
and San Bernardino. He said
many of the residents affected by the fires — particularly
mobile home owners — lacked
insurance or are seriously
undcrinsured.

Check us out online at:
www.bgnews.com

EAST ST. LOUIS, III. — A coal
company fined $1.46 million
last month for safety violations
has sued federal mine regulators, the latest example of escalating tensions between coal
operators and the U.S. Labor
Department's Mine Safety and
Health Administration.
The federal lawsuit was filed
Monday by American Coal Co.,
a subsidiary of Cleveland-based
Murray Energy. That company,
owned by Bob Murray, entered
the national spotlight last year
when nine people died in one
of the company's Utah mines.
American Coal claims in its
suitthatfederalinspectorsissue
citations according to quotas
and engage in abusive monitoring. Other operators have
said the agency has become
heavy-handed to counter criticism of questionable oversight
itfter a string of high-profile
mine accidents that left dozens
dead in recent years.
In the first 10 monthsof fiscal
2008, MSHA fined mine operators $97.4 million — a 141 percent increase over the previous
fiscal year total. Citations and
orders for various infractions
are up almost 8 percent.
Operators say that has stifled
productivity, increased costs
and kept mine operators from
cashing in on soaring global
demand for coal.
Phil Smith, a United Mine
Workers spokesman, said he
considers the legal action proof
that "MSHA is finally doing its

job" and enforcing the law.
"I've seen a lot of coal companies whining about increased
regulation costing them
money," Smith said. "What this
tells us is that they were skating by without doing the things
they were properly supposed to
be doing, and now that MSHA
is getting a little tougher with
enforcement it may cost them
a little bit more money. From
our perspective, that's not
necessarily a bad thing."
In its lawsuit, American
Coal asked a federal judge to
stop "unfounded and baseless
violation citations" under an
unconstitutional quota system,
which American Coal worries
could cumulatively force it to
shut down its Galatia operation
in southern Illinois.
"Continued mining operations are the lifeblood of
Plaintiff's business," the lawsuit read. Without court intervention, American Coal "could
cease to exist as a viable commercial entity."
Messages left yesterday by
The Associated Press with
MSHA were not immediately
returned.
Even before filing its lawsuit,
American Coal in lune pressed
the l-abot Department's internal watchdog to investigate
MSHA's inspection practices
because of its monitoring of
American Coal's Galatia complex, which encompasses three
mines in southern Illinois'
Saline County.
The complaint — like the
lawsuit — claims the agency
instructed mine safety inspec-

"Continued mining
operations are the
lifeblood of Plaintiffs
business."
Lawsuit filed by American Coal Co

tors to issue a minimum number of violations, failed to tell
American Coal that inspectors
were at the Galatia site and
did not allow company representatives to be present during inspections, in violation of
federal law.
Last month, MSHA said
safety regulations were
repeatedly violated at the
Galatia operation between
September 2007 and January,
leading to nine citations for
flagrant violations.
Inspectors said pre-shift
safety inspections missed
crumbling roof material and
that highly combustible coal
dust was allowed to accumulate
along conveyer belts that can
spark coal mine fires, sometimes leading to deadly explosions. In another instance, an
inspector said he saw a maintenance supervisor reach into
a live 480-volt electrical panel,
leading to a $161,800 fine.
Murray called the fines politically motivated retaliation for
the company's decision to ask
the Labor Department to investigate the agency, and are "one
more example of MSHA trying
to rehabilitate its own publicimage at the expense of mining
companies and business."

Explosion sends tool bag floating into space
By Mjrti.i Dunn
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — A
spacewalking astronaut accidentally let go of her tool bag
yesterday after a grease gun
inside it exploded, and helplessly watched as the tote and
everything inside floated away.
It was one of the largest items
ever to be lost by a spacewalker,
and occurred during an unprecedented attempt to'clean and
lube a gummed-up joint on a
solar panel.
HeidemarieStefanyshyn-Piper
was just starting to work on the
joint when the mishap occurred.
She said her grease gun
exploded, getting the dark gray
stuff all over a camera and her
gloves. While wiping off herself,
the white, backpack-size bag
slipped out of her grip, and she
lost all her other tools.
"Oh, great," she mumbled.
Stefanyshyn-Piper was carrying out the spacewalk with
Stephen Bowen. He had his own
tool bag with another grease
gun, putty knife and oven-like
terry cloth mitts to wipe away
metal grit from a clogged joint at
the space station.
Mission Control agreed the
spacewalk would continue
as planned, and that the two
astronauts would share tools.
Flight controllers were assessing
the impact the lost bag would
have on the next three planned
spacewalks.
Earlier, the spacewalkers

Being single and pregnant
is tough

NASA IV. I APPH0I0
SPACING OUT: In this image from NASA TV mission specialists Heidemarie StefanyshynPiper. front, and Steve Bowen work in the air lock aboard the International Space Station.

spotted a screw floating by, but
were too far away to catch it.
"1 have no idea where it came
from," Stefanyshyn-Piper told
Mission Control.
Mission Control said the screw
was not considered a serious
hazard, but did not immediately elaborate on the missing
tool bag. Flight controllers were
tracking its location in orbit.
The lost bag marred what
had been a near-flawless mission by Endeavour and its
seven-member crew.
Putting her disappointment
aside, Stefanyshyn-Piper — the
first woman to be assigned as
lead spacewalker for a shuttle
flight — carried out her work on
the joint with Bowen.
For more than a year, the
jammed joint has been unable
to automatically point the rightside solar wings toward the sun
for maximum energy production. The repair work — expected from the outset to be greasy
and hand-intensive — is supposed to take up much of all
four spacewalks.
The joint is located near the
extreme reaches of the 220-

mile-high outpost. The spacewalkers had 85-foot safety tethers to keep them connected to
the mother ship at all times.
NASA suspects a lack of lubrication caused the massive joint
to break down; grinding parts
left metal shavings everywhere
and prompted flight controllers
to use the joint sparingly. Besides
scraping and wiping away the
grit and applying grease, the
spacewalkers will replace the
bearings.
As a precaution, extra grease
will be applied on a later spacewalk to the joint on the opposite side of the space station that
has allowed those solar wings to
produce ample electricity.
As the action unfolded outside, the astronauts inside the
shuttle-station complex started
unloading the gear inside a huge
trunk that was brought up by
Endeavour. The big-ticket item
—andoneofthefirstthingstobe
hooked up — is a recycling system that will convert astronauts'
urine and sweat into drinking
water. It is essential if NASA is
to double the size of the space
station crew to six next June.
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Find A Place To Call Home
ivww.prelerredproperliesco.com

419-354-4673

www.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)

1 Bedroom a Efficiencies
Houses
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Eric Holder top candidate for
forthcoming Attorney General
By Matt Apuzzo
and Lara J.ikcs Jordan
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Washington
attorney Eric I lolder is Presidentelect Barack Obama's top choice
to be the next attorney general
and aides have gone so far as to
ask senators whether he would
be confirmed, an Obama official
and people close to the matter
said yesterday.
I lolder, a former U.S. attorney
who served as the No. 2 official
in the Justice Department under
President Bill Clinton, would be
the nation's first black attorney
general.
An Obama official and two
Democrats in touch with the
transition team confirmed that
Holder is Obama's top choice but
the Obama official said the decision has not been finalized.
Holder did not return messages seeking comment yes-

terday. Asked Monday by The
Associated Press whether he
expected to be nominated,
he responded in an e-mail:
"Who knows?"
In the past week, - aides
have asked Senate Republicans
whether they would support
Holder. In particular, the aides
questioned whether Holder's
confirmation would be delayed
because of his involvement in
the 2001 pardon of fugitive Marc
Rich by Clinton at the end of his
presidency.
One person involved in the
talks said the Obama team has
received some assurances that,
while the Rich pardon would
certainly come up during hearings, the nomination likely
wouldn't be held up. All spoke
on condition of anonymity to
describe private conversation-,.
Sen.
Arlcn
Specter
of
Pennsylvania,
the
top
Republican on the Senate

J SCOTT APPIEWHI1E

',r PHOTO

TOP CHOICE:ln ihis March 5.1997 file photo, the ihen-U S. Attorney for the District of
Columbia. Eric Holder, is seen shown in his Washington office.
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pardon, he said.
I lolder, 57, also a former judge
and U.S. attorney in Washington,
is widely respected in legalcirclcs
and among lustice Department
career lawyers.
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a bridge to span the
WASHINGTON — Detroit's Big
Three automakers pleaded with
Congress yesterday for a S25 billion lifeline to save their teetering
industrial titans from collapse,
warning of economic catastrophe for the nation as well as
their once-proud companies if
they are denied.
Millions of layoffs would follow,
they said, liven national security
would be at risk.
"Our industry... needs a bridge
to span the financial chasm that
has opened up before us," General
Motors CBO Hick Wagoner told
the Senate Banking Committee
in prepared testimony.
He
blamed the industry's predicament not on failures by management but on t he deepen i ng globa I
financial crisis.
And Robert Nardelli, CEO of
Chrysler LLC, told the panel in
his prepared remarks: "The crippling of the industry would have
severe and debilitating ramifications for the industrial base of the
United States, would undermine
our nation's ability to respond to
military challenges and would
threaten our national security."
But the new rescue plan
appeared stalled on Capitol Hill,
opposed by Republicans and the
Bush administration who don't
want to dip into the Treasury
Department's $700 billion financial bailout program to come up
with the $25 billion in loans.
Banking Committee Chairman
Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., told
the leaders of GM, Chrysler and
Ford that the industry was "seeking treatment for wounds that
were largely self-inflicted."
Still, he said, "Hundreds of
thousands would lose their jobs"
if the companies were allowed
to collapse.

Sen. Mike Knzi. R-Wyo., com-

financial chasm that
has opened up..."
Rick Wagoner | GM CEO
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plained that the larger financial
crisis "is not the only reason why
the domestic auto industry is in
trouble."
He cited "inefficient production" and "costly labor agree
ments" that put the U.S. automakers at a disadvantage with foreign

companies.
Wagoner said that despite
some public perceptions that
General Motors was not keeping pace with the times and
technological changes, "We've
moved aggressively in recent
years to position GM for longterm success. And we were well
on the road to turning our North
American business around."
"What exposes us to failure
now is the global financial crisis, which has severely restricted
credit availability and reduced
industry sales to the lowest percapita level since World War II."
Failure of the auto industry
"would IH' catastrophic," he said,
resulting in three million jobs lost
within the first year and "economic devastation (that) would
far exceed the government sup
port that our industry needs to
weather the current crisis."
Chrysler's Nardelli also blamed
the industry's predicament on
the overall financial panic And
he sought to respond to critics
who suggest the automakers seek
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, as have some airlines that
later emerged restructured and
leaner. "We cannot be confident
that we will be able to successfully emerge from bankruptcy,"
Nardelli said.

Campus Events
Housing Fair. November 20
from 10.30am-2:30pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Per
What's better than a turkey dinner?
A tree, fresh Thanksgiving arrangement from The Flower Basket in
downtown BG. Stop in & sign up!
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Make up to S75 per on-line survey.
visit
www cashtospend.com

FREE HEAT
Private entrance
Dishwasher
Conveniently Located
Pet & People-Friendly
419-353-7715
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Weighty volumes
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Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Posl Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance
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Beds down on a
branch
Curling surface
Chucked
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Great brilliance
Mall tenants
Article
Quaker pronoun
Iditarod destination
Struggle to breathe
Low-lying wetland
Comic Philips
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th 110-5). Fn 110-1)
Please all lor M appointment

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Sitter needed in home pref.
Tues-Thurs 9-5 w/ lunch Ret req.
E-mail pret. sumotmy@yahoo.com

2 BR unlurn apt. 139 S College Dr
1 year lease, avail 5/15/09-5/10/10.
$600/mo including utilities & gas
Call 419-601-3108

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smilh Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Oftice hours 10-2. M-F
wwwbgapartments.com

Sport Technician - Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics & unified sports activities.
Experience preferred in the field ol
MR/DD or a related area that
includes direct service'eoachmg ol
athletes Salary S9.00-S13.50 based
upon experience Application packet
available 8.00 am - 4 00 pm at
Wood Lane School. Ent B.
11160 E Gypsy Lane Rd BG. OH
Position to end on or about
May 31. 2009. Application deadline:
12/12/07 @ 12:00 Noon. EOE.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers & hostesses at tine
Japanese restaurant. Flex. hrs. only
15 mm Irom BG. Apply in person
465 W Dussel Dr.. Maumee. OH
1419)893-2290

3 BR house al 317 N. Enterprise.
avail NOW'
1 S 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740
426 E. Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm.
avail Fall 2009, S475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
832 Third St, 5 blks trom campus
3 BR. I bath, fenced in back yard
Short term lease OK
$840/mo.+ util Call 419-392-2812

A

Olingo French: Levels 1-4,
unopened, equlv. to Rosetta Stone
but cheaper! Call 567-204-3230
ot e-mail: efisher@bgsu.edu

Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call after 8pm. no exp. needed
Call 419-332-2279.

4B
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BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Earn money selling our music. Become a Liverpool Dreams distributor
www.LiverPoolDreams com

I4'
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For Sale

Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791
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Help Wanted

30 People Wanted to Lose Weight.
Up to 30 lbs/30 days. Cash Back
Rewards. 1 on 1 Private Coaching
Call 419-601-5179.

IJ
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Management Inc.

Room-mate wanted to share 4 BR
townhouse S260 75/mo + util.
Avail Jan 15, Call 419-262-0400
School 09-"10
3 BR house avail 8/15/09
close to campus, oil street parking,
washer/dryer CA. shuttle bus avail
3 BR house 6 month lease NOW.
1 room efficiency avail. May 16. 09.
off-street parking.
1 BR efficiency avail August 15.'09,
off-street parking
Call 419-601-3225

THANKS
BUFFET

11:00 A.M.-3:00 RM.
For Rent

•■1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as S299.
see Canyrentals.com
Call419-353-0325 9am -9pm
"Houses almost lull 2009-2010.
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease
146 S. College & 321A E. Merry.
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
2 BR apt. 824 6th St BG,
close to campus, avail. Jan. '09.
Call 440-506-0641.

LIFE INSPIRED
Six Ways To A Passionate Soul
Ihrrr is no letter time than now to fully embrace and live * life of panto*.
1invite you to l boose your first best alternative Go for it!
- Dr. Steve Csdy
Be part o( the LIVE WBGU-PBS
taping. Free event, no ticket
required.
November 24. 2008
7p.m.- 8:30 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Bowling Green State University

1,2,3 br ranches
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Economic collapse
By Julia Hirschfeld Davit

Judiciary Committee, said the
pardon "would be a factor to
consider."
"I wouldn't want to articulate
it among the top items but it's
worthwhile to look at," he told
reporters.
Asked if Holder would be a
good choke for attorney general, Specter said it was too soon
to say.
"I know something of 1 lolder s
work in the Clinton administration and that's about it," he said.
"I'd have to take a much closer
look at his record and talk to him
and think about it."
A spokeswoman for Senate
judiciary Chairman Patrick
Leahy
said
the
Vermont
Democrat hasnot been informed
that Holder is Obama's pick to
lead the lustice Department.
On the last day of Clinton's
ui in. I lolder was asked whether
the president should pardon
Rich, a wealthy commodities
dealer who had spent years running from tax charges. Holder
said he was "neutral, leaning
toward favorable" on the pardon.
Clinton later cited that as among
the factors that persuaded him
to issue t he pardon.
1 lolder haspubliclyapologi/.ed
lor what he said was a snap decitton that he should have paid
more attention to. Had he taken
more time to review the case, he
would have advised against a
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RSVP for preferred seating:
Email: kimberlyOstevecady.com
Call: 419-372-2700
Web: www.stevecady.com
WBGU-PBS Broadcast Premiere:
Monday. December 8, 8 p.m.
Sunday. December M. 1:30 p.m.
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RENTING FOR 2009-2010
Start renting November 10, 2008
lor the 2009/2010 school year.
II paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing tor

FREE RENT
lor the school year.

www.meccabg.com
Visit out website for
prices, pholos. & specials!

419.353.2277
163 South MainaBowliruj Green
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Family leaves money
in shoe, accidentally
donates it to Goodwil

Coming home:
Escape convict begs
to return to his cell

MARK STOCKWEU
A CENT TO PAY: Eileen Wilbur holds a letter she received horn the city Monday, advising
thai a lien would be placed on her home in Anleboio. Mass. where she has lived since 1959
unless she paid an overdue water bill which totaled 1 cent. The letter warned of the lien and a
148 penalty i( the bill was not paid by Dec. 10.

Woman receives
letter to pay one
cent water bill
ATTLEBORO, Mass. (AP) — A
74-year-old blind woman was
shocked when her daughter
found a letter from the city say
ing a lien would be placed on
her home unless she paid an
overdue water bill.
Theamount?lcent.
Eileen Wilbur told The Sun
Chronicle of Attleboro the letter
sent her blood pressure soaring,
and pointed out that stamps
cost 42 cents.

i n\

Collector

Debora

Marcoccio said the letter was
among 2.0(10 sent out. A computer automatically prints letters for accounts with an overdue balance, and they are not

I'ADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Chad
Toy's escape from jail wasn't
what shocked his jailers; it
was his plea to be let back in.
"When I rang the bell at
the jail and told them who
1 was, they were surprised,"
Toy told'The I'aducah (Ky.)
Sun newspaper. "I guess they
haveiv't seen that before."
Toy,
21,
was
in the
McCracken County Regional
I.nl in western Kentucky
awaiting trial on charges
stemming from a luly home
invasion, lie's also serving a
four-year sentence for theft.
Officials said he escaped
early Monday while on
a cleanup detail in the
lobby. He bolted after a
guard unlocked the front
doors to clean trash from a
breezeway.

But Toy returned that afternoon, wet and covered with
grime. He told authorities his
sister had persuaded him to
surrender because his family
feared for his safety.
Jailer Bill Adams said he
doubts Toy's account. He
thinks the escapee spent his
brief liberty hiding beside
the Tennessee River.
Adams said it was the first
time in his 14 years as a deputy and jailer that he's seen
an escaped convict willingly
return.
Toy told the newspaper, "It
was a spur of the moment
decision. I saw an open door
and just ran through it."
He added, "I am sorry
about what I did. If I had it to
do over again, I would have
never run out the door."

GLEN CARBON. III. (AP) — It
, took some fancy footwork, but
a Goodwill store in Illinois has
found the owner of $7,500 in
cash mistakenly donated with
old shoes,
A newcomer to the United
States from Bulgaria found the
money this month on her first
day at the Goodwill store in
Glen Carbon. Teodora Petrova
turned over the money to
management.
The cash was found in a
shoebox, bundled in large
denominations.
Goodwill found the family through hints on scraps
of paper left in the box. The
donor apparently also called
the Goodwill office, figuring he
was the source of the cash.
The shoes belonged to the

9
1 goodwill
WWWGOO0WIU.ORG

man's recently deceased parents. The srore said he didn't
want to be identified.
The family has offered
Petrova a gift for turning over
the money.

reviewed by staff before being
mailed, she said.
The letter warned of a lien
and a S48 penalty if the overdue
bill is not paid by Dec. 10. The
charge was from the previous
fiscal year, which ran from Inly
2007 to July 2008.
"My question is. how come it
wasn't paid when the (original'
bills went out?" Marcoccio said
Wilbur's daughter, Hose
Brederson, who discovered
the bill in her mother's mail,
called the situation "ridiculous." But she said her mother,
who has lived in the home
since 1959, would likely end
up paying the penny.

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
2 Bedroom
Townhouses
■ Deposit Special $400
• Furnished

3 Bedroom
Townhouses
' Deposit Special $500
■ Furnished

• 1 Hall & Full Bath

■ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

• Full Basement

• Full basement

• Air Conditioned

• Air conditioned

• Microwave

• Washer/Dryer

vMi'lviiJii

WltC

the best coverage.

■ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

• Washer/ Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

■ Microwave

• Plenty ol Parking

> Plenty of Parking

• Dishwasher

• Dishwasher

■ Garbage Disposal

• Garbage Disposal

Starting at

Starting at

$765/month

$900 month

+ Utilities

+ Utilities

Y ANY PHONE

299"

GET UP TO

•13!

I rralt-m rebate AT&T

Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

and ?-yp.:

wHeless serviceagreen

a237
; and
ant messaging

SAMSUNG PROPEL

BLACKBERRY BOLD"

Integrated MP3
player

View Microsoft' Word.
Excel. PowerPoint*,
and more

cess to
lal and
ute email

akerphone
etooth' enable'

Email, Internet,
and GPS capable

lop 10
Reasons
you Should NM

Sign a lease
tootatW

FREE SHIPPING j 1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE

«• <!an'l move in with new "friend,"
if on a leant with old one.
9 Condition of dream properly
can change dramatically wllhin
the next 6 months.
O Monthly rent prices usually go
down as fall semester approaches
A Ux>klng for a tuhleasor during
summer waste* valuable
tanning lime.
E The landlord uses your security
deposit money for free until fail.

C Ii's fun to make your landlord
sweal for a few more months.
T I'areuts are more likely to sign
guarantees after returning from
spring hreak.
O Wait until you see the entire
winter heating bill.
Q Relationships with future
roommate may flute by fall.

10"'
■"''''"''""'''''" '"'s u'"''
really be living nexl door.

WE'RE NOT KIDDING
Student Legal Services suggests that you sign a lease
lot neit school year no sooner than March 2009

.Turn "IT IIGAl SERVICE'

TEST US FOR 30 DAYS. SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED.
If within 30 days you aren't completely satisfied, you can get out of your contract.

•Bowling Own 1027 N. MainSt..i4l"*' 3>2*270
JtoW» WeW^dlunWinsUMOOl Monroe St. i419H74-)tBJ
SNow Open
•Open Sunday

■

■

■

©RadioShack

"ATM also Imposes monthly a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge ot up to SL25 to help defray costs incurred In complying, wrth State and Federal telecom regulation: State and Federal
Universal Service charges; and surcharges lor customer-based and revenue-based state and local assessments on ATM. Thaw are not tuts or government-required charges.
30-Day Guarantee: If phone is returned within 30 days in like-new condition with all components, early termination lee will be waived All other charges apply. Early Termination Fee: None if
cancelled in the first 30 days, thereafter up to S175 Some agents impose add! lees. Offer available on select phones LWted-time otter. Other conditions J restrictions apply. See contract J
rate plan brochure lor details Subscriber must live J have a mailing addr. within ATATs owned wireless network coverage area. Up to S36 actJv. fee applies Equipment pnee & avail may vary by
mrk J may not be available from independent readers ATIT Promotion Cards: Samsung a237 prices before mal-n AT&T Promotion Cards, MEda"/messaging feature purchase, and with 2-year
wireless service agreement per phone are 549.99 per phone. Minimum 510.00 MEdta"/messaging feature purchase required. Samsung Propel price before mad-in AT&T Promotion Cards, unlimited
messaging plan, and with 2-year wieless service agreement is 5149.99. Minimum S2000 unlrmrted messaging plan requred BlackBerry Bold price before mail-in ATJT Promotion Cards, unlimited
messaging plan, and wrth 2-year wireless service agreement 6 $419.99. Mmmum 520.00 unlimited messaging plan required Allow 60 days for fulfillment Card may be used only in the US and is
valid for 120 days after issuance date but is not redeemable for cash and cannot be used for cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps. Card request must be postmarked by
01/01/2009 you must be a customer lor 30 consecutive days to receive card. Sates tax calculated based on price ol activated equipment Offnet Usage: If your mns of use Induing unltd sves)
on other earners' networks ("offnet usageT during any two consecutive months e«eed your offnet usage allowance, ATJT may at its option terminate your sve, deny your contd use of other
earners' coverage, or change your plan to one imposing usage charges for offnet usage. Your offnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser of 750 mns or 40% of the Anytime mns incl'd with
your plan (data offnet usage allowance is the lesser ol6MBor20%o(theKB incl'd with your planl Unllmlltd voice services: Unltd voice sves are provided solely for live dialog between two
individuals No adJibonal discounts are available wrth unlimited plan. Service provided by ATJT Mobility. 02008 ATST Intellectual Property. All rights reserved ATJT, the ATJT logo, and all other
marks conaned herein are trademarks of ATJT Intellectual Property and/or ATJT affiliated companies All other marks contained herein are the property ol their respective owners
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